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“This crime, which causes goosebumps, could not
have been perpetrated by someone who had an atom
of belief in his heart,” Abdullah Al-Sheikh said. Cairo-
based Al-Azhar, the highest authority in Sunni Islam,
condemned the attacks and stressed “the sanctity of
the houses of God, especially the Prophet’s Mosque.”
Saudi Arabia’s supreme council of clerics said the
blasts “prove that those renegades... have violated
everything that is sacred.” The attack drew condemna-
tion across Islam’s religious divide, with Shiite power
Iran calling for Muslim unity after the attacks in its
Sunni-dominated regional rival.

“There are no more red lines left for terrorists to
cross. Sunnis, Shiites will both remain victims unless
we stand united as one,” Iranian Foreign Minister
Mohammad Javad Zarif said on Twitter. Lebanon-
based Shiite militant group Hezbollah-which Saudi
Arabia accuses of supporting “terrorist acts” across the
region-also denounced the Medina attack as “a new
sign of the terrorists’ contempt for all that Muslims
consider sacred.” The governments of Turkey and
Lebanon joined in the condemnation, while Iraq said
the attacks amounted to “heinous crimes”.

Middle East expert Madhawi Al-Rasheed said the
attack in Medina appeared aimed at humiliating the
Saudi government, the guardian of Islam’s holiest sites.
“It’s an attempt to actually embarrass the Saudi gov-
ernment because it boasts of protecting the pilgrims
and the holy places,” said Rasheed, a visiting professor
at the National University of Singapore’s Middle East
Institute. There also seemed to be an “organized effort
by the perpetrators to coordinate their work,” poten-

tially signaling a worsening security situation in Saudi,
she said. 

IS urged Ramadan attacks
At the same time as the Medina attack, another sui-

cide bombing occurred near a Shiite mosque across
the country in the Shiite-populated Gulf city of Qatif.
The Saudi interior ministry said “the body parts of
three people were found” at the site but had not yet
been identified. Nasima Al-Sada, a Qatif resident,
called the attackers crazy and said: “I don’t know
where they get this idea.” Monday’s first attack hap-
pened in the western Saudi city of Jeddah, where two
police officers were wounded in a suicide bombing
near the US consulate in the early hours.

The interior ministry said a Pakistani resident,
Abdullah Qalzar Khan, 35, carried out the Jeddah
attack. He had been living with his wife and her par-
ents in the city for 12 years. The US embassy in Riyadh
reported no casualties among consulate staff during
the attack ,  which coincided with the US July 4
Independence Day holiday. Since late 2014 a series of
bombings and shootings claimed by IS in Saudi Arabia
has targeted minority Shiites as well as members of
the security forces, killing dozens of people. 

Most of the attacks have been staged in Eastern
Province, home to the majority of Shiites in the Sunni-
dominated Gulf state. IS leader Abu Bakr Al-Baghdadi
has called for attacks on Saudi Arabia, which is taking
part in the US-led coalition bombing the jihadists in
Syria and Iraq. The group also considers Shiites to be
heretics. IS spokesman Abu Mohamed Al-Adnani had
in late May urged the group’s supporters to carry out
attacks during Ramadan. — AFP 

Saudis rattled by terror attacks; bombings...
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Its arrival marks the start of a 20-month mission during
which scientists hope to find out more about how much
water Jupiter holds and the makeup of its core to figure
out how the gas giant-and other planets including Earth-
formed billions of years ago. 

“This amazing universe that we see, how does that
work and how did it begin?” asked NASA project scientist
Steve Levin. “That is one of the amazing things about
working for NASA and working on big projects. You get to
answer big questions.” The spacecraft is equipped with
nine science instruments, including a camera, which prior
to orbit captured a video of Jupiter and its moons gliding
around it at different speeds.

“In all of history we’ve never really been able to see the
motion of any heavenly body against another,” said Bolton,
after showing the video during a post-orbit press confer-
ence for the first time. “This is the king of our solar system
and its disciples going around it,” he said. “To me, it is very
significant.  We are finally able to see with real video, with
real pictures, this movement and we have only been able
to imagine it up until today.” All non-essential equipment
was turned off for the approach, but the first post-orbit
pictures from the spacecraft’s on-board camera should
arrive in a few days, NASA said.

“The spacecraft worked perfectly, which is always nice
when you’re driving a vehicle with 1.7 billion miles on the
odometer,” said Rick Nybakken, Juno project manager
from Jet Propulsion Laboratory.Juno’s inaugural lap

around the solar system’s most massive planet-the fifth
from the sun-will last 53 days. Subsequent orbits will be
shorter, about two weeks each. The first mission designed
to see beneath Jupiter’s clouds, Juno is named after the
Roman goddess who was the wife of Jupiter, the god of
the sky in ancient mythology. The spacecraft orbits Jupiter
from pole to pole, sampling its charged particles and mag-
netic fields for the first time and revealing more about the
auroras in ultraviolet light that can be seen around the
planet’s polar regions.

Juno should circle the planet 37 times before finally
making a death plunge in 2018, to prevent the spacecraft
from causing damage to any of Jupiter’s icy moons, which
NASA hopes to explore one day for signs of life.Although
Juno is not the first spacecraft to orbit Jupiter, NASA says
its path will bring it closer than its predecessor, Galileo,
which launched in 1989. That spacecraft found evidence
of subsurface saltwater on Jupiter ’s moons Europa,
Ganymede and Callisto before making a final plunge
toward Jupiter in 2003.Juno’s orbital track is closer than
Galileo’s-this time within 3,100 miles (5,000 kilometers)
above the cloud tops.

With an atmosphere of hydrogen and helium, Jupiter is
known for its Great Red Spot, a storm bigger than Earth
that has been raging for hundreds of years. On Monday,
Heidi Becker, senior engineer on radiation effects at
NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory, described the close
approach as going “into the scariest part of the scariest
place... part of Jupiter’s radiation environment where
nobody has ever been.” — AFP

Nasa Juno spacecraft loops around Jupiter
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On Monday, suicide bombers struck three cities in an
apparently coordinated campaign of attacks as Saudis pre-
pared to break their daily fast observed during the holy
month of Ramadan, killing at least four security personnel
and themselves.

Impassioned debate
The case has caused impassioned debate because Islam

teaches that devotion to caring for elders is a pathway to
heaven. Some scholars and media commentators have asked
if it was the teachings of Ibn Taymiyya, a 13th century Islamic
scholar from Damascus known for his fatwas (religious opin-
ion) about takfir that were behind young militants killing
family members they regarded as apostates. Islamic State
embraces the concept of takfir, often quoting Ibn Taymiyya
to exhort its followers to kill other Muslims seen as apostates,
including relatives. The word takfir is derived from the Arabic
word kafer, which means unbeliever.

It was Ibn Taymiyya who inspired the founder of
Wahhabism, the 18th century Sheikh Mohammed Ibn
Abdul-Wahhab. Wahhabism, the religious movement
espoused by rulers of Saudi Arabia, demands rigid adher-
ence to what it sees as Islam’s original practices and a rejec-
tion of more modern ideas. These links, as well as shared
practices such as the use of beheading as a means of execu-
tion, led some Western commentators to accuse Riyadh of
sympathy with groups like Islamic State which holds territo-
ry in Iraq and Syria.

However, Western-allied Riyadh says Ibn Abdul-Wahhab
was a reformer. The Saudi government rejects any talk of
links between his message and that of modern jihadists,
denouncing Islamic State and Al- Qaeda as terrorists and reli-
gious heretics. But Riyadh’s official stance has not prevented
scholars and commentators from seizing on the latest killing
to dissect the degree to which Ibn Taymiyya is responsible for
motivating today’s jihadists.

“Some are angry at me for pointing out the legacy of Ibn

Taymiyya in the religious violence that is sweeping us,”
prominent scholar, Abdul-Salam Al-Wail, professor of sociol-
ogy at King Saud University, wrote on his Twitter account.
“To the Shaikh al-Islam (Ibn Taymiyya), human life is cheap
and his legacy clarifies this,” he added, using the honorific
of the renowned scholar, who spent time in jail for his
beliefs and who resisted Mongol invaders. Wail said that
while Ibn Taymiyya was a prolific scholar for his time, he
pointed to his fatwas that permit a son to kill an apostate
father, saying they contradict the essence of Islam.

The case drew a rare intervention from the Saudi Islamic
affairs minister, Saleh bin Abdul-Aziz Al Al-Sheikh, who was
quoted as saying that Ibn Taymiyya’s fatwa allowing a son to
kill his father had been taken out of context. “The statement
by the Shaikh al-Islam, may God have mercy on him ... is
intended for if they meet at war in which the son is on the
side of the faithful and the father is on the side of apostates,”
he was quoted by Rashed bin Othman Al-Zahrani, deputy
chairman of the Electronic Islam Academy, as saying.

“This means that only in this case and it does not contra-
dict the verse which states: be kind to thy parents,” the minis-
ter added in comments published in Al-Hayat, Al-Jazirah and
other Saudi media outlets. Reuters was unable to contact the
minister to confirm his comments. Joining debate over the
case, several writers and scholars said it was time to remove
the sanctity from traditional theology that permits such
actions, saying ancient teachings are not always appropriate
in the modern age.

Writing on Twitter after the killing, columnist
Mohammed al-Sheikh called for reviewing “our readings of
the theological heritage of Ibn Taymiyya” to clarify it
belonged “to a different time and different circumstances.
Otherwise, terrorism will not end.” Al-Mahmoud said the first
step in fighting militant ideology would be by opening up
Ibn Taymiyya’s teachings for debate. “What is needed now is
to drain this swamp, by opening the door to criticizing our
heritage,” the writer, Al-Mahmoud said. “What is needed is to
shake the confidence in these teachings that are being
imported from our distant past.”  — Reuters

Killing of Saudi mother sparks debate...
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I learn about my weaknesses too, and without the usual
distractions, I am able to pinpoint specific attitudes and habits
that I need to change. I will miss Ramadan for the brother-
hood and sisterhood that is so apparent as Muslims join
together in one great project, which is fasting for a month
while striving to accomplish  the most good and expressing
our gratitude and reliance through frequent prayer and sup-
plication.  

Everyone will miss this immense opportunity to draw clos-
er to Allah. Once Ramadan has passed, the focus on worship
and charity will pass and mundane duties and distractions will
creep back into our lives. I will miss the feeling of lightness
when my stomach is empty and my head is clear - when I am
naturally drawn to thoughts of God and His abundant bless-
ings. I will miss the joy of breaking fast, and the camaraderie

of fellow fasters who gathered for the meal.  
I will miss the attention to the Quran, and waking up in the

last part of the night to pray. The moments of Ramadan are
slipping quickly away, and the opportunity to demonstrate
such devotion in solidarity with all Muslims worldwide is pass-
ing. Farewell, Ramadan, we will miss you. As we start counting
the days until your return, stay in our memories and inspire us
to carry on with our worship through fasting, reading Quran
and praying late at night. Be with us, Ramadan, throughout
the coming year.

Courtesy of the TIES Center, whose mission is to empower
Kuwait’s expats through social and educational services that pro-
mote a positive and productive role in society, and to facilitate
opportunities for intra- and interfaith interactions that promote
social solidarity. For more information, please call 25231015/6 or
e-mail: info@tiescenter.net. 

Farewell! Ramadan

TEHRAN: Tributes poured in yesterday for Iranian film-maker
Abbas Kiarostami, acclaimed as a “towering figure” in world
cinema, following his death in France at the age of 76.
Kiarostami, who won the coveted Palme d’Or at the Cannes
Film Festival in 1997 for “Taste of Cherry”, emerged from the
Iranian New Wave of the late 1960s to become one of the
world’s most revered directors.

Hollywood legend Martin Scorsese praised his “extraordi-
nary body of work”. “He was a true gentleman, and, truly, one
of our great artists,” Scorsese told The Hollywood Reporter.
Kiarostami’s poetic parables of ordinary lives won him interna-
tional acclaim, with French director Jean-Luc Godard once
declaring that “film begins with DW Griffith and ends with
Abbas Kiarostami.”

News of his death broke late on Monday, with Iranian
media reporting that he died from a blood clot in the brain
following months of treatment for intestinal problems. The
ISNA news agency said he had returned to Iran from his home
in Paris to undergo several operations between February and
April, before travelling back to France last week for further
treatment. “Kiarostami’s different and deep outlook on life,
and his invitation to peace and friendship, will be an everlast-
ing achievement,” tweeted President Hassan Rouhani. 

Foreign Minister Javad Zarif added: “Iran has lost a tower-
ing figure in international cinema”. Just last week, Kiarostami
had been invited to join the Academy in Hollywood as part of
its efforts to increase the diversity of its Oscar judges. “He was-
n’t just a film-maker. He was a modern mystic, both in his cine-
ma and his private life,” Asghar Farhadi, another of Iran’s
renowned directors, told Britain’s The Guardian.  Iranian cine-
mas were due to pause showings yesterday evening for a
prayer in Kiarostami’s memory, ISNA reported.

Cultural ambassador   
Deciding to stay on after the Islamic revolution of 1979,

Kiarostami was able to skirt the difficulties faced by other
directors since his films were never overtly political, preferring
to tell philosophical tales about the lives of ordinary people.
Although some of his films were banned in Iran, he became
an ambassador for the country’s continued cultural riches. “On
the one hand, there is the state cinema, financed by the
authorities... then there is an independent sector that is flour-
ishing,” he told reporters at Cannes in May. 

In a statement yesterday, French President Francois
Hollande praised the director for forging “close artistic ties and
deep friendships” with France. Born in the Iranian capital on
June 22, 1940, Kiarostami studied painting at the University of

Tehran before finding work as a graphic designer and director
of commercials. He joined the Centre for the Intellectual
Development of Children and Young Adults in 1969 as head
of the film department, freeing him to make his own films.
Two years later, he released his first work, a short film called
“Bread and Alley”, followed by the feature-length “The
Traveller” in 1973, which confirmed his position as a pioneer
of the “realism” school. 

Kiarostami was launched on to the international stage by
his “Koker” trilogy, named after the town in which they were
set and starting with 1987’s “Where is the Friend’s Home?” His
films were known for their modest style, dark realism and sly
humor. They were almost always shot in real locations, often
featuring non-actors. “Some refer to his pictures as ‘minimal’ or
‘minimalist’, but it’s actually the opposite,” Scorsese told The
Hollywood Reporter. “Every scene in ‘Taste of Cherry’ or ‘Where
Is the Friend’s House?’ is overflowing with beauty and surprise,
patiently and exquisitely captured.”

Kiarostami’s Palme d’Or victory in 1997 led to some diffi-
culties in his home country after French actress Catherine
Deneuve gave him a kiss while presenting the award-enough
to garner the fury of conservatives in Iran.  He went on to win
the Special Jury Prize at the Venice film festival two years later
for “The Wind Will Carry Us”. He travelled the world in his later
years, making films such as “Certified Copy” in Italy and “Like
Someone in Love” in Japan. Although this afforded him
greater freedom from Iran’s censors, the globe-trotting was
also an attempt, he said, to tell stories about “universal charac-
ters, that can be accessible to everyone.” —  AFP 
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